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Highlights

- Over 180 individual code changes
- Key AppEngines and COBOLs re-delivered across all major areas of Campus Solutions
- Fixes from previous CS Bundles #23 through #26
- Numerous Field/Table changes (DMS) applied
Additional Features

- CC – Delegated Access, CAF Enhancements
- AD – Sample Online Application/Program Reason Update
- SF – Tuition Calculation Waiver/SF-GL Interface
- SR – Student Milestones/Research Tracking/Activity Management/Program Enrollment
Academic Advising

- Changes to SRPCAAPR and SRPCAATP processes
  Advising Reports/Update Advising Reports

- Re-delivered COBOL/SQL SRPCAGLN
  Course-Equivalencies cobol

- Redelivered COBOL/SQL SRPCAGRP
  Requirement Group Status cobol
Campus Community

- Security Update to 3C Delete Batch Process
- Changes to SCC_3CD processes (inquiry access flag)
- Re-delivered AppEngines:
  - 3C Engine, SCC_COMMGEN, CTM SCC_SL_SMP
- Updated Self-Service pages:
  - Personal Phone, Email, and Student Holds
Contributor Relations

- Changes in Prospect Manager Stewardship Plans: Overall Status field is now a key field and can no longer be left blank

- Changes in Prospect Manager Stewardship Plans: EFFDT no longer looks at INST date and looks at current system date
Financial Aid

- Re-delivered AppEngines: SSF_EXT_AWDS, SFA_NSLDSUP
- Re-delivered Application Package: SFA_PF_XML_LOAD (Profile Processing)
- Self-Service update for displaying EFC on Student Center
- New SACR security view for FA_EARNINGS component
Recruiting and Admissions

- AAWS Data Update Rules re-sequenced
- Field-Type changes to Admissions fields (Integer to Number):
  APPL_FEE_PAID, ORIGNL_APPL_FEE_PD, WAIVE_AMT, SSF_GL_SENT_AMT, and RATE_MULT
Student Financials

- Re-delivered SF-GL Interface SFPGLINT cobol
- Re-delivered Cashiering-GL Interface SFDPTREC SQR
- Delivered fix from CS Bundle #25:
  Re-delivered SFPCLCANCAN cobol for Class Cancellation
- Removal of Payroll Deduction Processing
  (CS-HCM Split)
Student Records

- QUERY_TREE_SR delivered with all PE tables
- Self-Service Updates: Advisor Center, Faculty Center, Student Center
- Field length changes to Student Records fields (3.2 – 5.2): TOTAL_TERM_FTE_PCT, SHOW_TTL_TERM_FTE
- New fields added to following SR Tables for Milestones: Institution, Course Catalog, Grade Roster
- Re-delivered Enrollment Engine cobol/SQL to account for Milestone changes in Bundle.
Key Testing Areas

- Advising Reports
- Setup 3C Engine/3C Batch Delete/Communication Generation
- FA External Awards/Profile Processing/NSLDS Processing
- SF-GL Interface and SF-GL Cashiering Interface
- SF Tuition Calculation
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- Student Center – Demographic Information/Enrollment Cart
- Faculty Center – My Schedule
- Advisor Center – My Advisees (Advisor Student Center)
- Student Milestones
- Enrollment Request/Quick Enroll/Grade Roster
- Schedule of Classes/Course Catalog/Class Meeting Patterns
Q & A
Ryan M. Foxworthy/Megan Sullivan
Higher Technology Solutions
rfoxworthy@htsglobal.com/msullivan@htsglobal.com